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ABSTRACT

Extensive pressure measurements and off-surface flow visualization were obtained on the
forebody and strakes of the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) equipped with
actuated forebody strakes. Forebody yawing moments were obtained by integrating the
circumferential pressures on the forebody and strakes. Results show that large yawing
moments can be generated with forebody strakes. At a 50°-angle-of-attack, deflecting one

strake at a time resulted in a forebody yawing moment control reversal for small strake
deflection angles. However, deflecting the strakes differentially about a 20 ° symmetric strake

deployment eliminated the control reversal and produced a near linear variation of forebody
yawing moment with differential strake deflection. At an angle of attack of 50 ° and for 0 °

and 20 ° symmetric strake deployments, a larger forebody yawing moment was generated by

the forward fuselage (between the radome and the apex of the leading-edge extensions) than
on the radome where the actuated forebody strakes were located. Cutouts on the flight
vehicle strakes that were not on the wind tunnel models are believed to be responsible for
deficits in the suction peaks on the flight radome pressure distributions and differences in the
forebody yawing moments.
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NOMENCLATURE

actuated nose strakes for enhanced rolling

aircraft yawing moment at [3= 0 °

forebody (F.S. = 60 to 190) yawing moment at [3= 0 ° from integrated pressures

pressure coefficient, (p -Po )/ q=

computational fluid dynamics

fuselage station, in.

High Alpha Research Vehicle

High-Alpha Technology Program

Mach number

P local pressure, lb/ft 2 (Pa)

*Notice: Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this document does not constitute an official
endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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_s, L/R

0

free-stream static pressure, lb/ft 2 (Pa)

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2 (Pa)

Reynolds number based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 11.525 ft (3.51 m)

strake span location divided by the local strake span

aircraft angle of attack, deg (from left wingtip angle-of-attack vane, corrected

for upwash and boom bending)

aircraft angle of sideslip, deg (average of left- and right-wingtip sideslip vanes,

corrected for angle of attack)

incremental change in aircraft yawing moment coefficient due to a -30 °

deflection of both rudders

single strake deflection, deg

differential strake deflection, right strake deflection minus left strake

deflection, deg

left and right strake deflection measured from the retracted position, deg

forebody cross-section circumferential angle, deg (0 ° is bottom centerline,

positive is clockwise as seen from a front view, 0 ° to 360 °)

INTRODUCTION

The NASA High-Alpha Technology Program (HATP) was initiated to increase
understanding, improve prediction techniques, provide design guidelines, and investigate new
concepts for controls effectors on advanced, highly maneuverable aircraft at high angles of

attack.1 This program used the F-18 configuration as a validation and demonstration vehicle.
The flight vehicle consisted of a highly modified F-18 referred to as the High Alpha Research

Vehicle (HARV). 2 The HATP consisted of wind-tunnel tests of subscale and full-scale models

and components, calibration of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes, piloted
simulations, and full-scale flight testing. New ground test, CFD, and flight test results were
obtained and techniques were developed as a result of this program. These results and

techniques were summarized in several high angle of attack conference publications. 36

Several new concepts for control at high angles of attack have been investigated in the wind

tunnel and with CFD. Such concepts include engine thrust vectoring 7 and forebody vortex

control using actuated forebody strakes 8'9 and pneumatic blowing. 1°'11 An in-flight closed-

loop thrust-vectoring system has been installed on the HARV, and the results have been

documented. 12More recently, closed-loop actuated forebody strakes were installed, and the

results are reported in the proceedings of the 1996 high angle of attack conference. 6
Although not a part of HATP, an open-loop pneumatic blowing flight control system was

flight-tested on the X-29A airplane at high angles of attack. 13'14

This paper examines the local flow aerodynamics of the forebody strakes and their effect on
the forebody aerodynamics of the aircraft. Local forebody pressure distributions and forebody
yawing moment results obtained on the F-18 HARV during the Actuated Nose Strakes for
Enhanced Rolling (ANSER) program are presented. The ANSER acronym refers to "rolling"
because the strakes provide the critical yaw control required to coordinate rolling maneuvers

about the velocity vector at high angle of attack (o_, alpha) conditions. 15'16Forebody yawing



momentsarepresentedfor maximumsinglestrakedeploymentsfor c_= 20° to 65°. Forebody
yawingmomentsandpressuredistributionsarepresentedat c_= 50° for two symmetricstrake
deployments.Comparisonswith groundfacility resultsfor a full-scaleF-18 model are
included.A morecomprehensivepresentationof theresults in this paper is availableas
reference17.

EXPERIMENTDESCRIPTION

The following sectionsdescribethe vehicle instrumentation,data reductionand test
conditionsusedin theseexperiments.

VehicleDescription

Figure1 showstheF-18HARV. Thishighly modifiedfull-scaledevelopmenttwin-engine,
single-place,fighter/attack(F/A) airplanewasoriginally built for the U.S.Navy by the
McDonnell DouglasCorporation (St. Louis, Missouri) and the Northrop Corporation
(NewburyPark,California).TheF-18HARV is poweredby two modifiedGeneralElectric
(Lynn, Massachusetts)F404-GE-400afterburningturbofanenginesratedat approximately
16,000lbf of staticthrustat sealevel.

TheF-18HARVfeaturesamidwingconfigurationwith a wing-rootleading-edgeextension
that extendsfrom theforwardportion of thefuselageandblendsinto thewing. TheF-18
HARV carriesnostoresormissilesandis highly instrumentedfor researchpurposes.The
wingtip launchingrails andmissileswerereplacedwith speciallydesignedcamerapodsand

18
airdatasensors.Morespecificdetailsof theF-18HARVcanbefoundin reference2.

TheHARVwasmodifiedbyaddingexternallymountedenginethrustvanesfor thedeflection
of the exhaustto provideadditionalpitching and yawingmoments.The engineswere
modifiedto accommodatethethrust-vectoringvaneinstallationby removingthe divergent
flap portion of the nozzle.The thrust-vectoringcapabilitywasprovidedby controlled
deflectionof thevanes(threefor eachengine),whichmovedinto theengineexhaustplume.2

FortheANSERprogram,anewradomewasfabricatedatNASA LangleyResearchCenter,
Hampton,Virginia, thatincorporatedhydraulicallyoperatedconformalactuatedforebody
strakes.Figure2 showsaschematicof thestrakes.Thesestrakesare48 in. (1.22m) longand
arepositionedlongitudinally120°up from thebottom of the forebodybeginning at 8 in.
(20 cm) aft of the forebodyapex.Figure3 showsthe airplanewith theright strake(pilot
view) deployedat 90°. When the strakesare closed,there are no protrusions,and the
externalmoldline of theradomeconformsto theoriginalradomeshape.

Instrumentation

Thefuselageforward of the cockpit wasextensivelyinstrumentedwith surfacepressure
measurements(fig. 4). Fivecircumferentialrings of pressureorificeswereinstalledonthe
surfaceof theradomeandforwardfuselage,forwardof thecockpitcanopyat fuselagestation
(F.S.)70,F.S.85,F.S.107,F.S.142,andF.S.184.Oneachforebodystrake,threerowsof
orificeswereinstalledontheoutboardsurfaceat F.S.70,F.S.85,andF.S.107,andtwo on
theinboardsurfaceat F.S.85andF.S. 107.In addition,threerowsof orifices(F.S.70,F.S.
85, andF.S. 107)wereinstalled on the covesectionof theforebody.This region of the
forebodyis exposedwhenthestrakeis actuated.Theforebodypressuresweremeasuredwitha2+216 lbf/ft (10.3 kPa) differential pressure transducer, and the strakes used +720 lbf/ft 2

(34.5 kPa) transducers. The accuracy was estimated to be +1 lbf/ft 2 (48 Pa) for the forebody



pressuresand+3 lbf/ft 2 (144 Pa) for the strake pressures. More detailed information of the

instrumentation has been given previously. 19

Airspeed, altitude, angle of attack (c_) and angle of sideslip ([3) were measured using airspeed

booms mounted on specially designed wingtip photograph pods. A swiveling probe that was
designed with four vanes to align the pitot-static probe head with the local airstream was on

the left wingtip. 18 Aircraft angle of attack was measured by using a vane on the left

wingboom and corrected for upwash and boom bending. Angle of sideslip was determined as
the average of the left- and right-wingboom sideslip vane measurement corrected for angle of
attack.

Data from these measurements, as well as from the standard aircraft control positions,
inertial systems, and accelerometer parameters, were transmitted to a ground station. These
critical parameters were monitored by engineers and technicians in real time on strip charts
and displays. These data were monitored in real time at NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center, Edwards, California, and Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.

On selected flights, smoke flow visualization was used to mark and identify the off-surface
forebody/strake vortical flows. For these flights, the nose cap on the ANSER radome was
replaced with one that had two 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-diameter smoke ports, placed
symmetrically 60 ° up from the bottom centerline. Figure 5 shows a closeup of the right

smoke port and radome after a flight. White smoke from a smoke generator system 2° used
• 21

previously on the F-18 HARV was fed from the smoke generator system through a single
1.5-in. (3.81-cm)-diameter tube to the two 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-diameter symmetrically located
ports on the nose cap. Also shown in figure 5 are six cutouts on the lower portion of the
right strake that provided clearance for the radome bulkheads. These cutouts will be discussed
later in Results and Discussion.

DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

For the forebody and strake pressures, in-flight zero differential pressures were taken before
each test point and were used in postflight data reduction to correct the data for calibration
offsets. Time segments of 1.0-sec duration were used for data analysis purposes with
approximately 25 time points averaged.

Forebody yawing moment coefficients were determined by integrating the five tings of
pressures on the forebody, the pressures on the coves, and the pressures on the strakes over
their respective projected forebody side areas. For the forebody, this area extended from the
forebody apex to the apex of the wing leading-edge extensions. Pressures were integrated for
flight conditions in which the angle of sideslip was less than _+0.5 ° to determine the yawing

moment at 0 ° sideslip.

During data analysis, pressure coefficients were noted on the lower fuselage centerline that
were greater than 1.0 during extremely high-angle-of-attack flight, o_ ___60 °. This anomaly

had not been noted in earlier flight tests. 19'22 At these angles of attack, the aircraft
is no longer able to maintain constant altitude. In fact, the aircraft descended at a rate of
200-300 ft/sec. During subsequent hangar tests of the swiveling probe pitot- and static-

pressure orifices, an approximate 0.3-sec lag was noted. Possibly, the flexible pressure tubing
for the swiveling probe pitot and static pressures had become restricted as compared to
previous flight data. For the flight conditions of the data within this paper, (M < 0.4 and

altitudes near 25,000 ft (7,620 m)), this lag was estimated to be approximately 0.6 sec after



• 23
adjusting for the change in density and viscosity at altitude. Therefore, for these results, the
pitot static data were time-skewed by 0.6 sec.

FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS

Data were obtained in quasi-stabilized 1-g flight maneuvers at a nominal altitude of 25,000 ft
(7,620 m) and M < 0.4 for o¢= 20 ° to 65 °. At angles of attack greater than approximately

30 °, constant altitude could not be maintained, and these data were obtained in a descent. The

pressure distribution data were obtained during open-loop flight maneuvers, and the flow
visualization data were obtained during open- and closed-loop maneuvers. For the data

presented, with few exceptions, [[3[< 0.5 °.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section first discusses the forebody yawing moments to show the overall effect of the
forebody strakes. The forebody and strake pressure distributions are then presented to explain
a forebody yawing moment reversal. Flow visualization is used to support the interpretation
of the pressure distributions. Finally, pressure distributions from a full-scale wind tunnel model
are presented for comparison.

Forebody Yawing Moments

Figure 6 shows the yawing moment at 0 ° sideslip from the 30- by 60-ft 24 and 80- by 120-ft 25

Wind Tunnels for the complete airplane. Data are presented as a function of angle of attack

for left and right strake deflections, 5_,L/R = 90 °/0°, 0 °/0°, and 00/90 °. Figure 6 also shows

yawing moments for just the forebody alone (F.S. 60 to F.S. 190) from flight and the 80- by
120-ft Wind Tunnel. Note that when the left strake is deflected, 900/0 °, the yawing moment

is positive or to the right and the converse is true when the right strake is deflected, 00/90 °.

This same figure shows the strong effectiveness of the actuated forebody strakes at high angle
of attack, especially when compared to the rudder. The maximum forebody yawing moment
from flight is approximately one-half of the total maximum aircraft yawing moment from
the wind tunnels. At o¢= 50 ° the flight forebody yawing moment is approximately 80 percent

of the wind-tunnel value. The peak forebody yawing moment from flight was at o_= 55 ° and
at o_ = 59 ° (maximum test o_) for the wind tunnel. For the whole airplane, the maximum

yawing moment was at o¢= 50 °. At o¢= 59 ° for the wind tunnel and o¢= 65 ° for flight, the

forebody and total aircraft yawing moments were approximately equivalent. The differences
between the flight and wind-tunnel forebody yawing moments will be discussed further in the
Pressure Distributions subsection.

During development in wind-tunnel tests, 16 deflecting one strake at a time, fig. 7(a), at high

angles of attack could result in a small but undesirable control reversal at small strake
deflections. To overcome this undesirable characteristic for closed-loop control, a solution
was developed that deploys the strakes symmetrically as angle of attack increases to o¢ = 3 0 °

and greater. When a yawing moment is desired under these conditions, the strakes are
deflected differentially about a symmetric strake deployment. For example, using the 20 °

symmetric strake schedule, (fig. 7(b)), 5_,a= 0 ° would correspond to 5_,L/R= 200/20 °, 5_,a = 10 °

would correspond to 6_,L/R= 15°/25 °, 6_,a= 20 ° would correspond to 6_,L/R= 10°/30 ° and so on.

For all angles of attack, however, the maximum yaw control deflection would always consist
of one strake fully deployed (90 °) and the other strake fully retracted (0°).



Figure8 showstheforebodyyawingmomentsfromflight asafunctionof differentialstrake
deflection,5_,d,(right strakedeflectionminustheleft strakedeflection).At c_= 50°, these
datashowthevariationof forebodyyawingmomentwith differential strakedeflectionfor
the0° and20° symmetricstrakedeployments.For the0° symmetricstrakedeployment,the
left andright strakesareat 0° (closed)whenno yawingmomentis desired.For the 20°
symmetricstrakedeployment,the left andright strakesaredeployedsymmetricallyto 20°
whennoyawingmomentis desired.The0° symmetricstrakedeploymentresultsin a large
control reversal.The20° symmetricdeploymenteliminatesthecontrolreversalandresults
in anearlylinearvariationof forebodyyawingmomentfor differentialstrakedeflections.

Forcomparison,figure9showstheforebodyyawingmomentsat c_= 50° for the 0°and20°
symmetricstrakedeploymentsfrom the80-by 120-ftWindTunnel.As comparedwith the
flight forebodyyawingmoments,theyawingmomentreversalfor the 0° symmetricstrake
deploymentfrom thewind tunnel is only aboutone-halfthe flight value(fig. 8). The20°
symmetricstrakedeploymentis muchimprovedbutnotquiteaslinearastheflight case.The
maximumforebodyyawingmomentsfromthewind tunnelat 5_,d= +90 ° is approximately

25-percent higher than the flight values. The explanation for these differences will be given
later under the Pressure Distributions subsection.

In figure 10, the flight forebody yawing moments at o_= 50 ° are broken down into two parts
for the 0 ° and 20 ° symmetric strake deployments: the ANSER radome including strakes

(F.S. = 60 to 124.5) and the forward fuselage between the radome and the apex of the wing
leading-edge extension (F.S. = 124.5 to 190). For the 0 ° symmetric strake deployment, the

majority of the yawing moment results from the side force on the forward fuselage, including

the region of yawing moment reversal, [5_,d[ < 30 ° (fig. 10(a)). Using the 20 ° symmetric

strake deployment, the yawing moment reversal is no longer present for the radome and the
forward fuselage (fig. 10(b)). Again, as for the 0° symmetric strake schedule, the strakes

generate little yawing moment at [6_,d[ < 30 ° as shown by the radome data. However, the

vortices the strakes generate create a significant yawing moment further aft on the forward

fuselage. Approximately 80 percent of the forebody yawing moment for [6_,d[ < 30 ° at

c_ =50 ° is caused by the side forces on the forward fuselage. At 6_,d = +90 ° the forward

fuselage accounts for 55 to 60 percent of the forebody yawing moment.

Pressure Distributions

Figure 11 shows the forebody and deployed strake pressure distributions for c_ = 50 ° for the 0 °
and 20 ° symmetric strake deployments. This figure shows the aerodynamic mechanisms

responsible for the yawing moments generated by the strakes. For the 0° symmetric strake

deployment, large yawing moment reversals were present. For the 20 ° symmetric strake

deployment, the yawing moments were linear. Separate plots are shown for the forebody and
the right and left strakes. Note that the pressure distributions are offset by Cp = 1.0 for each

consecutive fuselage station for clarity.

0 ° Symmetric Strake Deployment

Figure 11 (a) shows the forebody pressure distributions as a function of the forebody cross-
section circumferential angle, 0. The scale for the circumferential angle is reversed so that

the pressure distributions can be viewed in the pilot's perspective. The 0 = 0 ° and 360 ° are on

the lower centerline; 0 = 180 ° is on the top centerline; 0 = 90 ° is on the right side of the

fuselage; and 0 = 270 ° is on the left. This convention was established in previous papers. 19'22

The symbols and solid curve indicate the pressure distribution from the HARV ANSER



radome.The footprints of the forebodyvorticescanbe seenby the suctionpeaksin the
pressuredistributionsat 0_ 160°and200°for F.S.85,F.S.107,F.S. 142,andF.S.184.The
largesuctionpeaksat 0 _ 90°and270°for F.S.70,F.S.85,andF.S.107arecausedby the
accelerationof theflow aroundthefuselagethatisnearlycircularin cross-section.Thesmall
suctionpeakfor F.S.142at 0_ 110°and250° is causedbya smallantennacoverjust forward
of F.S.142.Thedashedcurveindicatespressuredistributiondataobtainedfromtheoriginal
HARV radome.19The most obviousdifferencebetweenANSERradomeresultsand the
originalHARVradomeresultsis thedeficitin thesuctionpeakat 0_ 80°to 110°and250° to
280°, startingatF.S.70andprogressingaft to F.S.107.TheoriginalHARVradomesuction
peakis muchsmootherandfuller. This deficit region is belowthe strake.The joint at
0_ 281Y(wherethe white and black paint meet belowthe strake) (fig. 3) could cause
boundary-layertransition.Previously,however,boundary-layertransitiontripsverynearthis
locationontheoriginalHARVradome26 did not show a deficit in this region but did show the
enhanced vortex footprints at F.S. 85. The radome was checked for roundness in this region
at F.S. 70 and F.S. 85, and the local curvature appeared to be satisfactory. When the radome
was fabricated, the strakes were sealed from the interior of the radome and from top to
bottom. However, the gap between the retracted strake and fuselage was on the order of 0.1
(0.25 cm) to 0.2 in. (0.5 cm) and large cutouts existed as shown previously in figure 5. Some
of these cutouts were 1- by 1-in. (2.5- by 2.5-cm), and some were 1.5- by 2-in. (3.8- by
5.1-cm). This deficit in the suction peak will be discussed further when the ANSER radome
pressure distributions are correlated with the 80- by 120-ft Wind-Tunnel model pressure
distributions.

Figure 1l(b) shows the pressure distributions at o¢= 50 ° for the right strake extended to 20 °.

At this strake deflection a strong yawing moment reversal with the yawing moment positive
(or to the right) occurred (fig. 8). At this angle of attack and strake deflection, the pressure
distributions become asymmetric with large suction peaks at 0 _ 160 ° for F.S. 85 and F.S. 107

caused by the right forebody/strake vortex. The right vortex footprints at F.S. 142 and
F.S.184 are diminished because the right vortex is beginning to lift from the forebody

surface. The pressures on the right forebody tend to be less than those on the left forebody,
particularly at F.S. 142 and F.S. 184. Pressures on the strake are less than ambient, and the
outboard surface pressures are generally less than the inboard surface pressures. The suction
peak on the inboard surface at y/b = 0.85 at F.S. 85 is approximately the same magnitude

(Cp _ -1.2) as the one on the right forebody and is caused by the proximity to the right

forebody/strake vortex. The combination of the forebody and strake pressures results in a
yawing moment to the right, not the desired direction.

When the right strake extends to 60 ° (fig. 1 l(c)), the forebody pressures on the left side at

0= 241Y to 300 ° are noticeably less than the corresponding pressures on the right side for all

pressure orifice stations, resulting in a yawing moment to the left. At this strake deflection,
the strake is approximately 30 ° out from vertical and retards the flow on the right forebody

below the strake. Greater than ambient pressures can be seen on the outboard strake surface at
the intersection with the forebody, y/b _ 0.2. The right strake suction peak is a maximum at
0 _ 160 °, F.S. 85, and quickly diminishes moving aft as the right forebody/strake vortex lifts

from the surface of the radome. The left forebody vortex grows in strength, stays close to
the surface, and causes the flow to accelerate around the left side of the forebody. This
vortex action results in lower pressures on the left side, hence a yawing moment to the left.
The left vortex suction peak is a maximum at 0 _ 200 ° at F.S. 107 and moves inboard

progressing aft, so this peak is at 0_ 181Y at F.S. 184. On the strake, pressures on the
outboard surface are greater than those on the inboard surface, resulting in a yawing moment
to the left. The suction peak (Cp _-2.0) on the outboard strake surface at F.S. 70,

y/b = 0.85, is almost the same as for the right vortex suction peak (Cp _ -2.1) at F.S. 85,



suggestingthat the forebody/strakevortex passescloseto that orifice. The sumof large
pressuredifferencesontheforebodyandstrakeresultsin a largeyawingmomentto theleft,
(figs. 8and10(a)).

Whentheright strakeis fully extendedto 90° the strakeretardstheflow belowthestrake
evenmorethanfor 5_= 60° (fig. ll(d)). Thesuctionpeaksat F.S.70,F.S.85,andF.S. 107
and0 = 60 ° to 120 ° are significantly lower than for 5_ = 60 °. Pressures on the left side of the

fuselage are approximately the same as for 5_ = 60 °. On the strakes at F.S. 85, the difference

between the inboard and outboard surface pressures is significantly larger than for 5_ = 6 0 °.

Like the 5_ = 60 ° case, the pressure distributions indicate that the right vortex lifts from the

surface after F.S. 85 while the left vortex stays close to the surface and accelerates the flow
around the left side. The suction peak (Cp = -1.9) on the inboard strake surface at F.S. 85,

y/b = 0.65, is almost the same as on the fuselage at the same fuselage station. As a result of
the lower suction peaks on the forebody and the outboard and inboard surface pressures on
the strake at F.S. 85, the yawing moment to the left was even larger than for 5_= 60 °, (figs. 8

and 10(a)).

Figure 12 provides supporting evidence of this interpretation, as shown in the wingtip

photograph c_= 50 °, [3_ 0 °, and 5_,L/R= 0°/90°. The right forebody/strake vortex can be seen

very high off the forebody, departing the surface at the strake. A weaker left forebody vortex
can be seen lower and near the surface of the forebody. Dashed lines are used to help identify
the vortex paths for the reader.

20 ° Symmetric Strake Deployment

As discussed previously, symmetric strake deployments were used at high angles of attack to
overcome the problem of yaw control reversal at small strake deflections. At o_= 5 0 °, the
20 ° symmetric strake deployment yielded good control linearity characteristics (fig. 8).

Figure 13 shows pressure distribution for the 20 ° symmetric strake deployment at

5,,L/R = 10°/30 ° • At this same differential strake deflection of 20 ° for the 0 ° symmetric

strake deflection, the yawing moment reversal was at a maximum. For 5_,L/R= 10°/30°, the

right forebody/strake vortex suction peak is greater at F.S. 85 than the left but lifts off from
the surface sooner, as can be seen by the vortex suction peak pressures at F.S. 142. At
F.S. 142, the left forebody/strake vortex suction peak at 0 _ 190 ° is much larger than on the

right at 0 _ 160 ° since the right vortex is farther from the surface at that point and has less

effect on the surface pressures. The left forebody/strake vortex accelerates the flow around
the left side of the fuselage resulting in lower pressures on the left side at F.S. 107 to F.S. 184.
Note the strength of the left vortex footprint at 0 = 200 ° at F.S. 142 and the left and right
side pressures as compared to the same for the 0 ° symmetric strake deployment,

5_,L/R= 00/20 ° case (fig. 1 l(b)). For the same differential strake deflection of 20 °, the left

forebody vortex had little beneficial effect. In that case, the dominant right forebody/strake
vortex caused the flow to accelerate around the right side of the forebody for all stations aft
of F.S. 85, increasing those suction pressures and resulting in a yawing moment to the right.
On the strakes for 5_,L/R= 100/30 ° the suction peak on the inboard right strake surface at

F.S. 85,y/b = 0.85, is caused by the proximity of the forebody/strake vortex. The outboard
strake surface pressures are generally less than the inboard surface pressures with the largest
difference on the left side. Both the forebody and strakes pressure integrations result in
yawing moments to the left, (figs. 8 and 10(b)).



As supportingevidenceof thisanalysis,for o_= 47°, [3= 0.2°, and5_,L/R= 5°/35°,figure 14(a)
showsthe left and right forebody/strakevortices in the wingtip photograph.The right
forebody/strakevortexcanbeseenhigherandlifting off thesurfacesooner.Theleft vortex
staysmuchcloserto the surfaceandprovidesthe suctionneededto acceleratethe flow
aroundtheleft sideof theforwardfuselageaft of theradome.For comparison,smokeflow
visualizationis shownin figure 14(b) for the 0° symmetricstrakedeploymentcaseat
5,,L/R=00/27°, O_= 50°,and [3= -1.4°. For nearly thesamedifferential strakeposition,
only theright forebody/strakevortexcloseto thesurfacecanbeseen.Theleft vortexdoes
notappearto haveacorethatcanbeidentifiedfromthephotograph.

ComparisonwithWindTunnelResults

A similarradomewith conformalstrakeswastestedonanF-18airplanein theNASAAmes
ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, California, 80-by 120-ft Wind Tunnel.25This full-scale
modelhadpressureorificesatthesamefuselagestationsastheHARV.Theconformalstrakes
on thisradome,however,didnothavethecutoutsfor thebulkheadsthatwereontheHARV,
(fig. 6).

Pressuredistributionsfromflight andwindtunnelato_= 50° and5_,L/R= 0°/90°arecompared
in figure 15.Themostobviousdifferencebetweenflight andthewind-tunnelresultsis the
deficit in the suctionpeakon the left side(0 _ 240° to 280°) startingat F.S.70 and
progressingaft for theflight data.Thewind-tunneldatasuctionpeakis muchsmootherand
fuller, similar to previousHARV radomeresultsfrom flight (fig. 12(a)).19The major
differencebetweenthewind-tunnelmodelradomeandtheANSERradomewasthatthelarge
cutoutsfor the flight ANSERradomewerenot presenton the wind-tunnelmodel. These
cutoutsweresealedfrom theinterior of theradomebut not sealedbetweenothercutouts.
Axial flow from aregionof higherpressureto aregionof lowerpressurecouldhaveexisted,
therebyaffectingthesuctionpeaksat F.S.70,F.S.85,andF.S.107.

Ontheright sideof thefuselage,thepressuredistributionsfromflight andwindtunnelshowed
goodagreementat F.S.70,F.S.85, andF.S. 107.At F.S.142andF.S. 184,however,the
suctionpressuresontheright sidefrom flight arehigherthanthosefrom thewind tunnel.
Thenetresult is thatthewind tunnelhashigher forebodyyawingmomentcoefficientsfor
this testcondition(fig. 6).

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

In-flight pressuredistributionshavebeenreportedat anangleof attack(o0 of 50° at five
fuselagestationsontheF-18HighAlphaResearchVehicle(HARV) forebodywith actuated
forebodystrakes.Forebodyyawingmomentsintegratedfrom theforebody pressureswere
presentedat anglesof attackof 20° to 65°.Theresultshavebeencorrelatedwith in-flight
off-surfaceflow visualizationandwind-tunneldatafrom theNASA AmesResearchCenter
80-ft by 120-ftWindTunnelandtheNASA LangleyResearchCenter30-ft by 60-ft Wind
Tunnel.

Forebodystrakescangeneratelargeyawingmomentsat high anglesof attack.Whenone
strakeis deployedfully open, the maximumforebodyyawingmoment from flight is
approximatelyone-halfof themaximumaircraftyawingmomentfrom thewindtunnels.At
o_= 50°, theflight forebodyyawingmomentis only approximately80percentof thewind-
tunnel forebodyyawingmoment.Thepeakforebodyyawingmomentfrom flight wasat
o_=55° andat o_= 59° (maximumtest o0 for the wind tunnel. Peak forebodyyawing
momentfor thewholeairplanefrom thewindtunnelwasat 50°. At o_= 59° for the wind



tunneland65°for flight, the forebodyandtotal aircraft yawingmomentsfrom the wind
tunnelwereapproximatelyequivalent.

At anangleof attackof 50°, deflectingonestrakeat atimeresultedin a forebodyyawing
moment control reversal for small strake deflection angles.Deflecting the strakes
differentiallyabouta 20° symmetricstrakedeploymenteliminatedthe controlreversaland
produceda nearly linear variation of forebodyyawingmoment with differential strake
deflection.

Whentheforebodyyawingmomentsarebrokendowninto radomeand forwardfuselage
yawingmomentsat o_= 50°, themajor forebodyyawing momentis not generatedat the
regionwherethestrakesarelocatedbutratherat theforebodyregionbehindthestrakes.At
[5_,d[< 30 °, the forward fuselage behind the radome accounts for practically all of the

forebody yawing moment.

With the right strake deflections of 20 ° and left strake retracted at o_= 50 °, the pressure

distributions show that the right forebody/strake vortex was close to the surface. This
configuration caused the flow to accelerate around the forward fuselage behind the strake,
which resulted in lower pressures on the right side and a forebody yawing moment to the
right. For right strake deflections of 60 °, the right forebody/strake vortex lifted from the
surface of the radome and the left forebody vortex grew in strength and stayed close to the
surface. This vortex action caused the flow to accelerate around the left side of the forebody,
resulting in lower pressures on the left side and hence a yawing moment to the left.

At o_= 50 ° using the 20 ° symmetric strake deployment with the left strake deflection of 10 °

and a right strake deflection of 30 °, the deflected left strake increased the strength of the left

forebody/strake vortex. This vortex was also closer to the surface than the right
forebody/strake vortex and accelerated the flow around the left side, resulting in lower
pressures on the left side for all conditions and a forebody yawing moment to the left with no
forebody yawing moment control reversal.

A deficit in the suction peaks of the flight pressure distributions was noted just below the
undeflected strake as compared to the original HARV radome data and to the wind-tunnel
radome data. This deficit was possibly caused by the cutouts in the strakes required for the
fuselage bulkheads on the flight hardware.
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FIGURES
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Figure 1. F-18 HARV aircraft with ANSER
radome, c_-_ 30 °, 6_,L/R= 00/90 °.
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Figure 2. Sketch of forebody strakes on
the F- 18 HARV.
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Figure 3. F-18 HARV with ANSER radome
and right forebody strake deployed.
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Figure 4. Location of pressure orifices on
F-18 HARV forebody. ..................i:............: ......>_f.....
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Figure 7. Symmetric strake deployment
schedule.

Figure 5. Close-up of right smoke port and
strake cutouts on ANSER radome.

Figure 6. Comparison of forebody yawing
moments from flight and wind tunnel and
total aircraft yawing moments from wind
tunnel.

Figure 8. F-18 HARV forebody
moments as a function of

strake position, 13= 0 °.

yawing
differential
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Figure 9. 80- by 120-ft Wind Tunnel
forebody yawing moments as a function of
differential strake position, [3 = 0 °,

o_ = 50 0, and 0 ° symmetric from flight.
(a) _, _/_ = 0°/0 ° with comparison to

previous flight results, M = 0.27, Re_ = 9.2 x
10 6 '

#o

Figure 10. F-18 HARV forebody, radome,
and forward fuselage yawing moments as a
function of differential strake position,
cz =50 ° and [3= 0 °.
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(b) 6_,_/_ = 00/20 °, M = 0.26, Re_ = 9.8 x 10 6.

Figure 11. Forebody and strake pressure
distributions with the ANSER radome at
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o_=50° for the 0° symmetric strake
deployment,pilot's view.

(c) _,_/g= 00/60°,M = 0.26,Re_= 9.3× 106.
Figure11.Continued.

Figure 12. Forebody/strakevortex flow
visualizationfor o_= 50° and _,, _/_ =
0 °/90 o.
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Figure 13. Forebody and strake pressure
distributionswith the ANSER radome at

=50 ° for the 20° symmetric strake

deployment,pilot'sview, _,u_ = 10°/30°,

M = 0.28, Ro_= 10.2 x 10 °.

(b) 8,, u_ = 0 °/27 o.

Figure 14. Forebody/strake vortex flow

visualization for (z = 50 ° and 8,,_ = 30 °.

_ ,L_N'xzz::':,x

Figure 15. Comparison of flight and wind
tunnel pressure distributions, o_ = 50 °,

6,,_/_ =00/90 ° , M = 0.24, Re_ = 9.4 × 106 .

(a) 8,, u_ = 5 °/35 o.
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